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The evo series:
as diverse as your customers



CUSTOMER FOCUS
indispensable for 
your success

The banking customers of today are more discerning than ever before. When it comes to 
money, as far as they are concerned the digital and physical worlds have long since become 
one. They take it for granted that  they can withdraw money quickly on one day, transfer an 
amount on the next, and then speak to an advisor in person during the day after.

Point-of-service in a multi-channel world

KEBA’s solutions are just as diverse as the requirements of customers. And with the 
(r)evolutionary evo series, we have built a bridge that links the digital and physical worlds. 

The scope of performance of the evo series provides you with the flexibility to meet every 
requirement, from the ATM with cash recycling technology and the multifunctional bank 
terminal, to the unique fusion of a self-service system with a communications platform.



With the evo series, the digitisation of services and individual customer communications 

no longer represents a contradiction in terms.

Modern communication technologies open up a wide range of opportunities, which we 

use to make the digital world more personal and humane.

Interaction – smart like a tablet

The perfect linkage between a 19” multi-touch display and light-assisted user guidance 

fulfils the high expectations of today´s banking customers in a unique manner.

The evo series’ innovative “SmartSurface” user interface represents a combined cus-

tomer display and communications platform, and thus ensures increased contact with 

your clientele.

Communications – 

with that little extra something 

Height adjustment for the differing needs of your banking customers, a rear view mirror 

camera for an enhanced feeling of security, or as a platform for marketing campaigns, 

and “SmartFrame” software, which independent of the 15” customer application, uses 

the the available area of the 19” screen with maximum efficiency.  

EFFICIENCY, 
that is not at the 
expense of your customers

MARKETING 

AND 

NAVIGATION 

AREA

15“ APPLICATION 

AREA



Meeting increasing customer requirements is one of the biggest challenges banks have to face. The evo series offers 

far-reaching flexibility for you to play it safe at all times. Our experts develop individual ideas and solutions to match 

your specific needs.

Discover VERSATILITY  
with the (r)evolutionary evo series

RELIABLE 

CASH RECYCLING-

TECHNOLOGY 

R-line of the evo series

A new cash-recycling module, which allows recycling 

of four denominations, paired with latest design: this is 

what makes R-line ATMs of the evo series ideal for every 

branch. Self-service systems of the R-line offer diverse 

variations for indoor and outdoor installations as well as 

maximum accessibility thanks to wheelchair accessible 

options.

KePlus R10
KePlus RT10 
KePlus RX10

MAXIMUM 

FLEXIBILITY

F-line of the evo series

Recycling of up to eight denominations thanks to dual 

cassette-technology as well as frameless integration in 

new concepts offer generous flexibility for your branches. 

The F-line’s wing-concept, which transforms a KePlus F10 

in a KePlus FX10, enlarges the functionality of the system 

and can be retrofitted easily at any time. 

KePlus F10
KePlus FT10 
KePlus FX10



Cash recycling in a new dimension  

The ultra-compact cash recycling module opens up a whole range of new opportunities, as 
up to eight denominations can be recycled with only five cassettes. This optimises processing, 
increases efficiency and creates scope for cashier-free branches, thereby rendering automated 
teller units and employee-assisted self-service obsolete.

All cash is located securely in the safe thus preventing any external access to the banknote pro-
cessing components.

KEBA technology is now even “greener” 

The cash recycling module and the intelligent, energy-saving concept reduce costs and con-
serve resources. With its evo series, KEBA has further intensified its commitment to energy-
efficient technologies.

Design as a corporate claim 

Your corporate design determines the colours, shapes and materials for the evo cash recycling 
systems that will become an integral part of your branches. The systems are thus unmistakable, 
but always open for new applications.

PERFORMANCE 
has many faces

Seamless 
integration into  
modern branch 

architecture

A brand ambas-
sador for your 

financial institution



Barrier-free in every regard 

It is sometimes the case that the adaptation of branches to match the needs of differing groups 
of people, e.g. with regard to public access to ICT products and services, confronts banks with 
major challenges. 

Therefore, during the development of the evo series, the diverse requirements of all users 
(customers, service technicians, equipment operators) were considered from a “design4all” 
perspective and then implemented. 

Free access and the associated entitlement to equal treatment is a fundamental right, which 
the evo series supports. It fulfils both the international EN301549 ICT accessibility standard, 
which is valid for all EU member states, and the ADA2010, the “mother” of all accessible design 
standards. In addition, both the KePlus RT10 and the KePlus FT10 offer wheelchair clearance 
(up to a maximum of 35cm).        

INNOVATION that is more 
customer-oriented than ever before 

Individualisation 
is a safe bet  

Whenever the next digitalisation step reaches your bank, 
with the evo series you are already equipped today for the
demands of tomorrow.

The models in the evo series remain open for new func-
tions and even for design adaptations. This enables you to 
protect your investment and create a stable foundation for 
your banking network of the future.



KEBA AG, Gewerbepark Urfahr, 4041 Linz/Austria
Phone: +43 732 7090-0, Fax: +43 732 730910
keba@keba.com, www.keba.com/banking

Banks will increasingly have to follow
their customers.

We at KEBA regard addressing the wishes and needs of our cli-

ents as our no. 1 task. Consequently, in this connection, we go a 

decisive step further. Because for us, not only you, but also your 

customers constitute the measure of all things.

• How and where will they complete their banking transactions   

 tomorrow and in the years to come?

•  In future, will you go to your customers, or will they come to you  

 at your branch?

These and other similar questions are already keeping us extremely 

busy and making us consider innovative concepts for the banking 

sector of tomorrow.

Speak to our experts: 

Let us jointly develop ideas in order that we can find the ideal 

approach to the future for your bank.

FUTURE inclusive:
the evo series from KEBA
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